《The Mysterious CEO》
28. 'sOhh…I forgot to mention that I have kidnapped Xiao Xuelon. I
don'st know that at what condition she will be returned at home?'s

"Father…" Yaohua Lu tried to stop Elder Lu but Elder Lu raised his hand to stop him
and looked to Lu Lan "Xiao Lan".
Lu Lan was numbed at that time, in past many times she had faced worse kind of
situations and endured it because there was no one who trusted her and believed her.
Even this time when she told everything to Si Li. She didn't expect that he would
believe her and seek justice for her.
Seeing Lu Lan was in silent without giving any response, Si Li held her hand. Lu Lan
looked up towards Si Li, his eye showed a sense of warmth and love which she missed
in her life then a tear fell from her eye and said "Grandpa… I want, Si Li to decide"
Immediately, Lu Lan buried her head on Si Li's chest. He heart ached. He softly patted
her head "It's okay…It's okay…I'm here".
"If that is the case, Si Li tell me what do you want?" Elder Lu asked.
"Elder Lu, you don't have to worry, you will know what I want. I know how to handle
people who dare to hurt my family".

"And for the envelope, consider as your birthday gift for not showing in front of
everyone". Si Li said heartlessly.
"Let's go," Si Li said to his brother Si Yan.
Si Li took Lu Lan in his arms, she was silently sobbed in his embrace. Maybe she was
happy that finally, she got someone to whom she can rely on.
When Si Li reached the door and turned around "Ohh…I forgot to mention that I have
kidnapped Xiao Xuelon. I don't know that at what condition she will be returned at
home?" he said in a sour way and leave.

LuYaohua and Shu Han-You were in shocked they saw the hall and found that Lu

Xuelon was missing.
"Where is Xiao Xuelon?" Lu Yaohua hurriedly asked the maid.
"Master… We don't know..." A maid was scared by saw the frightened expression of
Lu Yaohua.
Lu Yaohua and Shu Han-You started running after Si Li but were stopped by Si Li's
bodyguards.
"Si Li…I know I was wrong…please… leave my daughter"
"Lu Yaohua… what are you doing….please bring my Xuelon…"
"Xiao Xuelon…" Madam Lu cried aloud.
Lu Yaohua jogged towards Elder Lu and bagged "Father… please do something…if
anything happened to Xiao Xuelon…her life will be finished…Father… Father
please…"
"Enough… Now you are worried about Xiao Xuelon but did you guys ever think what
did you do with Xiao Lan?"
"Only because she is your illegitimate child, you thought she doesn't deserve to live a
life like everyone".
"I have always supported you because I don't want that my family will become a joke
in the society"
"I have always sacrifice the happiness of Xiao Lan only for the rest of you but this
time, don't expect anything from me".
Elder Lu was in enraged, because of his stupid son he wouldn't able to show his face to
his best friend.

